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ABSTRACT

Flow-induced vibrations occur in tubes of heat exchangers and reactors rod systems under the
influence of unsteady hydrodynamic forces. These vibrations can cause the destruction of the
whole device due to incorrect choice of working flow velocities. Therefore, simulation of tube-
bundle flow-induced vibrations is a very important problem.

Immersed boundary methods are useful for numerical simulation in coupled hydroelastic prob-
lems, since they do not require a coincidence of cell edges and the computational domain bound-
aries, and they allow to solve problems when the domain shape is irregular or it changes in the
simulation process due to hydroelastic body motion. The main advantage of these methods is
that we do not need mesh reconstruction at each time step.

The LS-STAG method for viscous incompressible flows simulation combines the advantages of
immersed boundary methods and the level-set method. This method allows to solve problems on
the Cartesian meshes. In contrast to classical immersed boundary methods, the flow variables
are computed in the cut-cells, and not interpolated. Numerical analogues of conservation laws in
the whole fluid domain is base of LS-STAG discretization constructing, which allows to obtain
physically realistic numerical solution. For these reasons, the LS-STAG method is used in the
present study for simulation of tube-bundle flow-induced vibrations.

Staggered and in-line tube-bundles are considered. Flow regimes at different distances between
tubes are investigated. Oscillations amplitudes for tubes from different bundle columns are
computed. The LS-STAG method allows to simulate flow-induced vibrations of these tube-
bundles on a very coarse mesh.
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